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Learning and Growing Together 

 
 

 

DATES TO REMEMBER 
 
Friday 29 March 
Spots and Stripes Disco  
Friday 5 April 
Active – A – Thon  
Monday 8 April 
Kindergarten Botanic Gardens 
Friday 12 April 
Easter Hat Parade 
 

NOTES/EMAILS SENT HOME  
Kindergarten Botanic Gardens 
Active – A – Thon  
Spots and Stripes Disco  
 
ACT School Term Dates 2019 
Term 1  
Tuesday 5 February to Friday 12 April 
Term 2  
Monday 29 April to Friday 5 July 
Term 3 
Monday 22 July to Friday 27 September  
Term 4 
Monday 14 October to Friday 20 December 

 
 

 
 
School Values 
RESPECT 
ENDEAVOUR 
CREATIVITY 
CURIOSITY 
COMPASSION 
 
 

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE 
 
The end of term 1 is fast approaching. A number 
of really important events will be occurring 
before we head off on school holidays which are 
from 15 – 26 April.  
 
Next week three-way-interviews have been 
planned to enable you to meet with your class 
teachers and your child to discuss learning goals.   
 
Tomorrow, Friday 29 March, year 3 will be 
hosting a senior assembly in the hall.  Everyone is 
welcome to come to the assembly commencing 
at 9.15am. Awards for students from years 3 to 6 
will be presented at the assembly. 
 
Dots and stripes is the dress code for the P&C 
disco on tomorrow evening, commencing at 

mailto:admin@arawangps.act.edu.au
http://www.arawangps.act.edu.au/


6.30pm. The organisers are looking for parents to 
support the evening.  See P&C notices for more 
information. The school would like to thank Dan, 
Daniel and Katherine, for being the disco 
committee and for organising such a fun event 
for our children. 
 
On Friday 5 April, (week 9) the school Active-a-
Thon will be held.  Please encourage your child to 
seek sponsorship for this important event.  Funds 
raised will go towards the construction of the 
Indigenous garden. 
 
On Friday 5 April and Friday 12 April (last day of 
term 1), Phil Nizette and his partner Jennifer will 
be in the school creating large tiles to go onto the 
‘beaches’ of the Murrumbidgee River in the 
Indigenous garden. Nine children from each year 
group will be involved in the tile workshop. See 
more information under Indigenous garden 
update. 
 
The Easter hat parade is always a colourful and 
exciting event for children and for mums and 
dads as well.  This year, the parade will be held 
on Friday 12 April, the last day of term at 
9:15am. Mums and dads do come along in your 
best Easter bonnet.   
 
It has been such an event filled term. By Friday 
afternoon, 12 April, all children and staff will be 
ready for the Easter break. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
    

ANZAC Day celebrations 
The Woden Valley RSL Sub Branch will be holding 
an ANZAC and PEACE ceremony for local schools 
on Wednesday, 3 April at 11:00am at Eddison 
Park in Woden. 
 

The Prime Minister and Deputy Prime Minister 
and some members of the School Parliament will 
be accompanying me to this event.  
 
The school will hold its ANZAC Day ceremony on 
Friday, 3 May following the Easter holidays.  
 
Preschool Enrolments for 2020 
Enrolments will be open from Monday 29 April, 

following the Easter break. All applications should 

be submitted via the online enrolment form. 

www.det.act.gov.au 
 

School Open Day 
The school will host an open day on Thursday 23 
May from 9:30am-11:00am when information 
about the school and preschool will be made 
available.  A tour of the school will form part of 
this information session. 
 
Executive Staff at Arawang 
I am really fortunate to be leading an exceptional 
school with a fantastic leadership team and a 
wonderful staff.   While I am on leave or at 
meetings, the deputy principals, Ben Davies and 
Michelle Maier will manage the school. 
 
Ben Davies, in his role as executive staff member, 
looks after year 3 to year 6 students, teachers, 
curriculum and pedagogy. Ben also teaches a 
year 5/6 class for two days each week. 
 

         
 Ben Davies       Michelle Maier 
 
Michelle Maier is the executive member 
responsible for preschool to year 2 classes or the 
early childhood part of the school.   
 
Sue Cowie, executive teacher, manages the 
specialist staff who teach learning areas such as 
the music, languages, EALD and cafe.  Sue also 
facilitates many programs in the school that 

http://www.det.act.gov.au/


involve volunteers, preservice teachers and other 
community members. 
 
All these staff are amazing professionals and we 
are truly fortunate to have them as part of the 
school executive team at Arawang Primary 
School. 
 
            
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sue Cowie 
 
Staff Professional Learning 
Since the last newsletter, Arawang staff have 
been attending professional learning on 
mathematics. Three teachers attended PANL 
training for two days last week.  This professional 
learning activity focused on strategies that can be 
used to make mathematics as practical as 
possible.  Ideas from the training will be used in 
the new mathematics (STEM) corridor and in 
classrooms.  
 
Staff have also continued to meet with their 
supervisors for their performance and 
development meetings. Annual Professional 
Discussions with the principal will commence 
shortly. 
 
The deputy principals and I are at a leadership 
conference today and tomorrow.  Presenters 
from Finland and from around Australia will share 
their ideas on ways to improve learning in ACT 
schools. 
 
While Ben, Michelle and I are out of the school, 
Sue Cowie will be the principal.  Katie Love and 
Alison Hicks will also support Sue in an executive 
role. 
 
If you have any matters of concern, please 
contact Sue through the front office. 
 
 

Year 5/6 Camp 
I hope you enjoy reading our students’ recounts 
of their adventures while on school camp at 
Mogo.  What a marvellous opportunity for our 
young people to be able to do a whole lot of 
learning in another setting. 
 
Please join with me in thanking our teachers, Ben 
Davies, Raquel Brown, Greg Pratt, Philippa 
Thomas, Zareen Mistry and Paul Robertson who 
gave up much personal and family time so that 
the year 5/6 students from Arawang could have 
this experience. Thanks also to Alison Williams 
who works in our café for supporting this 
adventure. We have a team of dedicated staff at 
our school who go ‘over and above’ for the 
students of Arawang. Many thanks to all staff. 
 
School Library 
I would like to acknowledge the work of the 
library manager Anne Neilen and her small band 
of supporters, for the contribution they make to 
the education of our Arawang children. 
 
We have a wonderful library with an array of 
quality literature that can be borrowed and read 
both at school and at home by our children (and 
their mums and dads). It is a real delight when 
you see children getting excited about reading, 
particularly when they want to share the story 
with their principal. 
 
Thanks to Anne for the myriad of things that she 
does everyday for our school.  The staffroom 
always looks spick and span after Anne’s daily 
visits.  
 
 

Anne Neilen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sport News 
Last week we held our first swimming carnival for 
students in years 2 – 6, and it was a huge success! 
At the pool there was a range of aquatic activities 
for students across all swimming abilities. 
Students also nominated themselves to 
participate in formal races which included 
freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke and butterfly. 
 
Congratulations to all the winners and runners up 
in the events at the swimming carnival. We 
certainly have some talented swimmers in the 
school. Congratulations to those who just wanted 
to ‘have a go’ to earn points for their House. 
 
Sincere thanks to Paul Robertson, Ben Davies, 
Craig Midgelow, Mandy Rose and Kate Wallis for 
the huge amount of effort that went into making 
such a wonderful carnival for our children who 
swim well and those who will swim well one day. 

 
School Board and the P&C 
I would like to congratulate Tim McIntosh and 
Shane Johnson on being appointed as the new 
parent representatives on the School Board. Mick 
Roberts will continue on the Board as the 
additional parent representative.  Vicky Bresnan 
and Katie Love are the teacher representatives on 
the Board and Lois Cooper is the community 
representative. 
 
At the P&C annual general meeting last Monday 
evening 18 March, elections were held for 
leadership positions and committees for 2019.  I 
would like to sincerely thank all those who put up 
their hand to support the parent body and the 
school for this coming year.  In addition, I would 
like on behalf of the school community to thank 

those retiring officers for the enormous 
contribution they made to Arawang Primary 
School.  In particular I would like to mention 
Heather Frisken, our out-going president for her 
dedication, drive and leadership of the group. 
Thanks also to those parents who have agreed to 
continue in their current roles. 
 
Indigenous Garden – update 
Phil Nizette, our wonderful project manager and 
his partner Jennifer from Well Spring – 
Environmental Art and Design, have returned 
from overseas and are now driving the 
construction of the garden.  We are hoping for a 
completion date of around Reconciliation Day 
which is on 27 May.    
 
There are some lovely thoughts going into the 
design of the project.  One involves our students 
drawing their footprints and ‘leaving’ these on 
the beaches of the Murrumbidgee River.   Nine 
students from each year, whose name is drawn 
from a hat, will be the lucky ones to make 
permanent imprints on our garden landscape. 
 
Phil and Jennifer, who are both artists, will also 
be chiselling Bogong Moths and Wedgetail 
Eagles, symbols of life of the Ngunnawal people, 
into some of the stonework in the garden, on 
whose land our school reside. 

 
Craig Midgelow and Nicolle Fisher (our resident 
horticulturalist and teacher of Japanese) will, in 
the near future be sending out information to 
parents about donating a plant for the garden. 
You will be able to select a tree or shrub and 
then, as a family plant it in the garden.  
 
Other parents have been contacted about 
building the wicking beds in which the Indigenous 
produce for the cafe will be grown.  



One mum has put up her hand to assist the 
school to write a grant to assist with construction 
costs. Thanks also to Shane and Sally Johnson for 
their work on an additional grant.  
 
Teachers are writing lessons for teaching in the 
garden and the whole school is getting behind 
this exciting project in our school. 
 
We will keep you informed of progress in each 
newsletter until opening date, hopefully on 29 
May 2019. 
 
If you have any interest in getting involved, 
please contact me, Michelle Maier or Katie Love 
through the front office. 
 
A Great Start to the Year 
I am thrilled with the way the year has 
commenced.  All the classes seem very settled 
and are getting on with some wonderful learning. 
I do love exploring the corridors of the school to 
view and read the children’s quality work that is 
being displayed outside classrooms. Thanks to all 
the great teachers that we have in our school, 
thanks to our children for practising their PBL 
behaviours and learning so well and also thanks 
to the mums and dads for your support. 
 
I look forward to meeting up with you at one of 
the many events mentioned above. 
 

Jeni Page 

Principal 
 
 

DEPUTY PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE 
 
Misty Adoniou – Spelling Critical Friend 

One of our school strategic goals is to embed a 
culture of continuous improvement with a focus 
on collection, analysis and discussion of data to 
inform teaching and learning.   
 
To achieve this goal we continue to work with a 
number of critical friends.  We were fortunate 
last week to have our second visit from Dr Misty 
Adoniou, author of Spelling It Out: How Words 
Work and How to Teach them.  During the day 
teaching teams had a planning session with Misty 
followed by a whole staff professional learning 

session in the afternoon.  During the planning 
sessions results of a student spelling test and 
interview about spelling strategies were 
discussed and implications for future teaching 
opportunities explored.  Misty emphasized the 
importance of teaching students a repertoire of 
spelling strategies such as phonology, the sounds 
in a word, orthography, understanding possible 
letter order, etymology, where words come from, 
morphology, the meaningful parts of words and 
recognizing the correct look of a word.   

 

 
Results interestingly showed that Arawang 
students in year 3 and beyond showed that they 
already had good phonological knowledge but 
needed further teaching to improve their 
knowledge of meaningful parts and the history of 
words in order to spell correctly.  
 
This is particularly important as only 12% of 
English sounds and letters in words have a one-
to-one match.  If this is the only knowledge 
children are drawing on they will make spelling 
errors. All other words require other spelling 
knowledges.   
 
This week teachers discussed what stuck with 
them from the professional learning session and 
designed a learning goal for their students 
around spelling.  For example using word families 
to explore word meanings and how words are 
built and how their letter combinations tell 
stories about their origins. For example, happy 
forms part of unhappy, happiness, happen. The 
‘tw’ in two represents the number 2 and can also 
be seen in words like, twine, twin, between, 
twelve and twenty. You can see this in the video 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mbuwZK0l
r8 

 
Achievement of spelling goals will be celebrated 
when all teachers engage in a learning walk 
through other classrooms later in the year.  
Misty’s passionate enthusiasm for spelling and 
words left our teachers highly motivated to 
develop a curiosity about words with their 
students.   
 
Our teachers aim to inspire a  word 
consciousness amongst our students while 
building their vocabularies and giving them the 
strategies needed to accurately spell words in 
their writing. Most importantly we can teach 
students that English spelling isn’t random. There 
is a system to English spelling, and  there are 
reasons words are spelled the way they are.   
http://theconversation.com/does-your-child-
struggle-with-spelling-this-might-help-104410 
 
Michelle Maier  
Deputy Principal  
 
NAPLAN 

ACT schools will participate in NAPLAN Online 
testing from 14-24 May 2019. All students 
participating in NAPLAN Online 2019 are 
expected to have done a practice/familiarisation 
test prior to the May NAPLAN tests. ACT schools 
undertaking NAPLAN Online this year will 
participate in a practice/familiarisation test 
between 28 March and 12 April 2019. The 
practice test does not assess student 
performance and has been developed to replace 
one of the familiarisation activities that schools 
have traditionally undertaken. If you have any 
questions about the NAPLAN test or the practice 
test then please see your student’s teacher. 
 
Silence is Deadly 
This week, all of the year 5 and 6 boys 
participated in the Silence is Deadly presentation 
as part of our ongoing Social Emotional Learning 
program. Silence is Deadly encourages help-
seeking behaviour in Canberra’s schools by 

focussing on reducing the stigma associated with 
seeking help amongst young men. It also 
introduces participants to the concept of mental 
fitness as a means to develop their ability to cope 
positively with the challenges life will present 
them. The presentation was very engaging and it 
provided many strategies for our young men to 
seek help if they are experiencing problems.   
 
Three Way Interviews 

A reminder to all families that we have three way 
interviews at school on Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday next week. The three-way 
parent/student/teacher interview is a valuable 
opportunity to exchange information on your 
child’s progress, to reflect on achievements in 
learning and to set future goals with your child.  
An information note was emailed home 
explaining the booking system and availability of 
teachers. If you have any issues with the booking 
system can you please contact your students 
teacher. We look forward to seeing all families 
next week.   
 
Ben Davies  
Deputy Principal  
 
 

ARAWANG NEWS 
 
Last Thursday we had a wonderful day 
celebrating Harmony Day. It was great to see so 
many students dressing up on the day and 
participating so enthusiastically in an array of 
Harmony Day activities.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mbuwZK0lr8
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Many thanks to Victoria in the canteen and her 
helpers for such a fantastic multicultural lunch 
special. Over 320 students ordered their lunch 
and we then enjoyed picnicking together as a 
whole school on the playground.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The message that ‘Everyone Belongs’ was 
reinforced throughout the day and all students 
demonstrated respect and appreciation for our 
communities diversity.  
 
The Harmony Day Committee  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Last Thursday Arawang primary participated in 

the Annual Ride2school day.  It was great 

morning with children riding, skating, and walking 

to school.  

This year we have commenced a tally on students 

who participated in the ride2school morning. 

There was a high participation of walkers and 

riders which was great to see.   

 

Once they made it to school they were all 

greeted to a BBQ of pancakes and fresh fruit.  A 



big thank you to all teachers who rode and 

walked with students, teachers and  staff  who 

cooked on the BBQ and parents who supported 

their children in getting active. 

Craig Midgelow  

Ride & Walk to school Coordinator  

  

Aboriginal Survival Technology  incursion 

Unfortunately, this in school performance will 

not be going ahead as the presenter no longer 

finds it viable to drive from Adelaide for one day.  

The other school that he was to visit before 
Arawang has had to cancel.  
 
We are very disappointed and are currently 
working with the booking agent to find another 
Indigenous performer to visit at a later date.  
Your payments will be held and put towards the 
next performance or can be refunded if you 
prefer. Please email the 
admin@arawangps.act.edu.au address if you 
would prefer a refund. 
 
Easter Hat Parade 
The parade will now be held at 9:15 am on Friday 
12 April, in place of the Aboriginal Survival 
Technology presentation. All students, teachers, 
parents, grandparents or carers are encouraged 
to join in the fun on the last day of term. 
Please contact the school if you have any 
questions. 
 
Active-A-Thon 
It’s not long now until we have our Active-A-
Thon, next Friday 5 April on the oval, just outside 
the side gates. 
P-2 classes 11:30 am – 12:30 pm 
3- 6 classes 1:30 pm -2:30 pm 
Students are encouraged to get sponsors for this 
event. The circuit of activities will have 10 
exercise plus two test stations. The aim is to 
complete as many circuits as possible in the time 
allocated.  
 
Please support your child to help us fund raise as 
much as we can so our Indigenous garden can be 
completed by mid term 2. 

Students will need a water bottle and sun smart 
hat on the day.  
If you have any questions please contact the 
school. 
 
Year 1 CSIRO Excursion 

On Monday morning the year 1 students 

discovered the CSIRO Discovery centre. The 

students coded Bee Bot robots to pollinate 

flowers and used microscopes to get a closer look 

at the features of insects. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We also discovered that the CSIRO has 15 million 
insects in its collection. The students were lucky 
enough to hold a spiny leaf insect (Extatosoma 
tiaratum) and a children’s insect (Tropidoderus 
childrenii). There were some brave students with 
big smiles as the insects crawled up their arms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We discovered that Australian scientists at the 
CSIRO invented WiFi and aeroguard. So each time 
you hear that distinctive mozzie hum past your 
ear, say a silent thank you to the wonderful 
scientists at the CSIRO. 
 



It was an inspiring excursion that led to many 
discoveries including discovering the etymology 
(not entomology) of the word discovery. The 
word discovery is from the 1550s and is the fact 
of discovering what was previously unknown. 
That is a lot of discovering! 
 
Year 1 teachers 
 
Robots 
1G students had the amazing opportunity to 
navigate the robots ‘Shrek’ and ‘Red’ around the 
STEM hallway last week. We learnt that the 
robots use their arms as levers to right 
themselves when they fall over and flip over lids. 
The students had lots of fun making them go up 
the ramp, moonwalk and high five each other. 
 
Thanks to the wonderful mum of Elissa in 1G, 
Jenny Gray, who teaches Year 12 robotics for this 
hands on STEM experience! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
More on the Swimming Carnival  

The swimming carnival was a whirl of colour and 

excitement. Students from year 2 to year 6 

attended Tuggeranong pool on Monday 18 

March. This year all students were encouraged to 

attend the carnival and join in the fun. Some 

students swam in races to compete for first 

place, whilst others enjoyed a 25-metre dash. The 

novelty events were fun for all.  Everyone who 

participated in the carnival earnt points towards 

their sports house. Students who received a place 

from year 3 to year 6 will receive a mention at 

this week’s senior assembly.  

 

Twenty students with qualifying times will 

continue to the Woden/Weston carnival next 

week at the AIS.  
 

Mandy Rose 

 

Please see photo collage  

 

ARAWANG PRESCHOOL  
 
Ahoy there mateys! In the Turtles class we have 

had lots of children very interested in pirates 

lately. We have embraced this interest with lots 

of imaginative pirate play and dressing up and 

are currently in the designing and making process 

of building a carboard preschool pirate ship that 

we can play in! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As a part of this, children have been interested in 

making treasure maps. We have spent time 

learning about making maps and talking about 

mapping from a bird’s eye perspective. This has 

involved map drawing experiences repeated 

several times as we learnt new things about 

mapping. In our first map drawings many children 

weren’t sure what to draw or how to draw their 

treasure islands. We allowed them to experiment 

before looking at examples and drawing one as a 

class as we discussed it.  

The second map drawing after this, improved 

greatly! During this process we also gave the 

children playdough, stones, logs, tiny trees and 

blue materials for water and they built their own 

treasure islands. We took photos of these islands 

as if we were a bird flying over them and then the 

children drew them again. Each time adding an 

extra layer of depth to their pictures! All of this 



ties in closely with the beginning of the Early 

Learning STEM Australia pilot program that we 

have been selected to join.  

 

 
 
To extend the learning further we used materials 

from around the classroom to make a large 3D 

treasure map on the floor. Together we needed 

to get our pirate from his big ship to the treasure 

using our coding cards. Kim also very cleverly 

took the arrow cards out to our obstacle course 

and we had to decode them to be able to 

complete the course! This is the beginning of our 

journey into coding in class and preparing the 

children to use the bee bots in the near future! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Preschool Team 
 

P & C NEWS 
 

 
 

Our Mother’s Day stall is an annual event 
happening early in term 2. The stall allows each 
of the children the opportunity to shop for they 
Mum or special other it has grown to be a hugely 
popular event. 
 
What do you need to do? 

We need donations of gifts that could be sold on 
a $2, $5 or $10 table. We also appreciate 
donations of individually wrapped chocolates. 
 
Consider the ‘Sporty’ Mum, the ‘Accessory’ Mum, 
the ‘Book worm’ Mum, the ‘Creative’ Mum, the 
‘Relaxing, time out’ Mum, the ‘Cooking’ Mum, 
and the ‘Business’ mum there is a gift out there 
to suit everyone. 
 
Check out the 50% off table at your favourite 
shop, there are some amazing items out there for 
only a few dollars. Keep in mind what you 
donate, you may get back………… 
 
A donation box will be place in the front office 
foyer. Thanks in advance for contributing. 
 
Uniform Shop  
Online orders can be placed 
at flexischools.com.au 
Flexischool orders will be available for collection 
from the Uniform Shop during opening hours. 
Please 
email arawangpandcuniform@gmail.com  after 
you have placed your order if you need to make 
alternative arrangements for collection. 
 
Donations of outgrown uniform items in 
reasonable condition are always appreciated. 
Funds raised by the sale of these items benefit 
the school community through the Arawang 
P&C.  Donations can be left at the front office if 
the uniform shop is unattended. 
LOST PROPERTY 
The lost property box is overflowing!!!! 
 

http://flexischools.com.au/
mailto:arawangpandcuniform@gmail.com


Some brave helpers have sorted through the pile 
and will endeavour to return labelled items to 
their rightful owners.   
 
Please check the lost property on display in the 
lost property corridor for any items which may 
belong to your child/ren.  Unclaimed items will 
be donated / disposed of at the end of week 10. 
 
PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE label your child's items 
(especially jumpers and hats) clearly with name 
and class so items can be reunited with their 
owner more easily. 
 
P&C and Fun4Fitness Football  
AFTERSCHOOL SOCCER PROGRAM 
It’s time to organise Term 2 After School Soccer.  
Please indicate by email if your child /children 
would like to enrol in Afterschool Soccer AND 
which day in term 2. 
fun4fitnessfootball@gmail.com 
 
Options:    Tuesday 3:10-4:20pm 
                   Wednesday 3:10-4:20pm 
Providing we have the numbers both days will 
run, but at this stage we need to confirm 
numbers first.  
 
We look forward to hearing from you soon, 
 
Susan, Aidan and the Fun4Fitness Football Team  
 
AFTERSCHOOL ZUMBAKIDS with Susan Innis 
Term 2 enrolments are now open for Monday 
afternoon ZumbaKids classes. 
 
3:15 - 4:00pm preschool to year 2 (children meet 
in the music room straight after school) 
4:00- 4:45pm year 2 to year 6 (children are 
permitted to wait quietly in the music room from 
3pm until their class starts at 4.) 
 
Please email Susan at dance4fitness@live.com.au 
for further details. 
 

New P&C Committee 

The AGM for the P&C was held on Monday, 18 
March, and a new committee was elected. Many 
thanks to the outgoing committee for an amazing 
job over the year. It was great to work with such 

dedicated people. We say a huge thank you to 
the outgoing members and welcome to our new 
members.  
 
We welcome everybody’s input so would love to 
see more parents coming along to P&C meetings 
in 2019. 
 
See attachment – Committees and Executives 
 
If you are wondering how you might be able to 
help, we are looking for people who can help on 
the sub-committees, which for most consists of a 
meeting per term, or you might like to help in the 
canteen or uniform shop on a weekly basis, 
and/or help with running the netball program.  
 
A heartfelt thank you to the Class Parent 
Representatives of 2018, we are still learning and 
refining this role. This year we are looking to have 
one of the class parent representatives in each 
year to act as a year representative based on 
feedback from the CPRS of 2018. If you are 
interested in a CPR role, please contact 
arawangpandccpr@gmail.com and register your 
interest.  

Spots and Stripes Disco 

Don’t forget that the Spots and Stripes Disco is on 
tomorrow night (29 March) 6:15 pm start for the 
juniors and 7.30pm start for seniors. DJ is Susan 
Innis. Come along, and wriggle and bounce.  
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